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VOLUME THREE
THE POWER OF THE DOCTOR

01 You Shall Not Disrupt Our Mission
02 We Should Go In
03 Why Would I Ever Trust You?
04 Dealing with Multiple Somethings
05 Magnificent Attention to Detail
06 A Calculated Risk
07 Say Hello to My Friends
08 I Am The Doctor
09 We Are Not Finished
10 What’s The Plan?
11 Reunite
12 All Hands On Deck
13 Activate Everything
14 She’s The Doctor
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L and richness of his musical palette has 
been extraordinary. Compare the huge 
Barryesque orchestrations of Spyfall to the 
dark ambient electronica of Orphan 55. Place 
those against the heart-rending vocals and 
instrumentation of Demons Of The Punjab, 
the solo cornet motif accompanying Rosa, 
the spooky strings of The Haunting of Villa 
Diodati or the crunching metal marches of 
Ascension Of The Cybermen. Let alone the 
universe-destroying theme for Flux.

Segun made the show’s musical landscape 
wide-ranging, specific and authentic. In doing 
so, he’s enlarged what’s possible musically on 
the show, while bringing in some of the most 
respected specialist players in the world for 
these recordings. It’s been a phenomenal 
workload and a phenomenal achievement.

The scores for these three Specials illustrate 
that breadth perfectly. From the witty but 
emotional jazz-infused chamber piece of 

Eve Of The Daleks, through the beautiful 
and powerful use of traditional Chinese 
instrumentation in Legend Of The Sea 
Devils, culminating with The Power of The 
Doctor: a fitting climax to Segun’s work on 
the show - bringing together so many of the 
fabulous themes he’s created: from Daleks 
and Cybermen to the Master, Yaz, and the 
Thirteenth Doctor’s wondrous heroic and 
emotive theme .

Doctor Who has been lucky to have, and 
to hold onto, Segun for the whole of the 
Thirteenth Doctor’s era. He’s a composer in 
demand. It’s been a treat to be the first one 
to hear all these incredible scores.

As the Doctor says in The Power Of The 
Doctor, “This has been so special”.

And it has been. Nowhere more so than 
in the scores that have soundtracked her 
every adventure.

How do I sum up Segun’s contribution to 
‘Doctor Who’, and the Thirteenth Doctor’s 
era, in a few words?

I only need one: brilliant.

I’m thinking back to the first samples of his 
music I heard, and the first conversations 
we had. There was a freshness to both. 
An openness, an ability to hone in on the 
emotional and narrative centre of things 
in melody. A warmth, wit, strength and 
generosity in his music that reflects both 
Segun himself, and the Thirteenth Doctor.

What I could never have anticipated 
then was the sheer range of scores and 
styles Segun would bring to the show. 
Talk about over-delivering! His musical 
ambition, the variety of styles and genres 
he managed to create, let alone the sheer 
quality and precision of his artistry has 
blown us away consistently. The breadth 
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SThe Series Thirteen Specials are exactly 
that: special! From Daleks and time-loops 
to seafaring pirates in China, there are 
scares, laughs, moments for romance and 
so much more. All of which leads to the 
grand farewell for Jodie Whittaker’s Doctor 
in the centenary special, and also for me as 
my last episode of ‘Doctor Who’. I wanted 
it to be a celebration of every series I’ve 
worked on so there are themes and sounds 
from series eleven right through to thirteen. 
Most significant for me is the last piece in 
the episode, which is the last track on this 
album. It’s entirely based upon Thirteen’s 
theme and so the very last piece I’ve written 
for ‘Doctor Who’ is based on the very first 
one I wrote, which is a lovely way to round 
off four wonderful years in this universe.

Thank you Lord for the opportunity to work 
on this amazing show.

Thank you to my family and friends, you have 
been a great source of encouragement.

Thank you to my wife Jade for all the advice 
and support over the years, I love sharing 
this journey of life with you and now, our 
wonderful daughter too.

Matt and Chris, thank you for all the fun 
we’ve had on each series - apparently we 
also got some work done. Who knew?!

To all those who have taken the time to listen 
to my work on the show over the years, thank 
you. I’m incredibly grateful to each and every 
one of you. You are one of the many reasons 
my time on this show has been filled with joy 
and I hope you enjoy this final album. 

Here’s to you!
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https://geo.itunes.apple.com/gb/album/
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https://geo.itunes.apple.com/gb/album/
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https://geo.itunes.apple.com/gb/album/
doctor-who-ghost-light-original-television-

soundtrack/674233525?app=itunes
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The 50th Anniversary Collection

https://geo.itunes.apple.com/gb/album/doctor-
who-50th-anniversary-collection-original-

television/761258910?app=itunes
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https://geo.itunes.apple.com/gb/album/
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